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S U M M A R Y
Rapid and accurate source characterizations of large, shallow subduction earthquakes are key
for improved tsunami warning efforts. We assess the quality of source parameters of large
magnitude (Mw ≥ 7.5) shallow subduction earthquakes of the past 20 yr determined using
SCARDEC, a recent fully automated broad-band body-wave source inversion technique for the
fast estimation of the moment magnitude, depth, focal mechanism and source time functions
of global events. We find that SCARDEC source parameters agree well with those reported in
the global centroid moment tensor (GCMT) catalogue, with only the fault dip angle showing
a tendency for steeper SCARDEC dip values than GCMT. We investigate this discrepancy
through independent validation tests of the source models by: (i) testing how well they explain
data not used in their construction, notably low-frequency normal mode data; and, (ii) assessing
the data fit using 3-D forward modelling tools more sophisticated than those used to build the
source models; specifically, we use a spectral element method for a 3-D earth model. We find
that SCARDEC source parameters explain normal mode data reasonably well compared to
GCMT solutions. In addition, for the 3-D earth model used in our experiments, SCARDEC dip
angles explain body-wave data similarly or slightly better than GCMT. Moreover, SCARDEC
dip angles agree well with results from individual earthquake studies in the literature and
with geophysical constraints for different subduction zones. Our results show that SCARDEC
is a reliable technique for rapid determinations of source parameters of large (Mw ≥ 7.5)
subduction earthquakes. Since the SCARDEC method provides realistic source time functions
allowing the fast identification of long-duration tsunami earthquakes, it is complementary
to existing methods routinely used for earthquake monitoring and suitable for ocean-wide
tsunami warning purposes.

Key words: Earthquake source observations; Body waves; Surface waves and free oscilla-
tions.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Fast, automated and reliable earthquake source parameter deter-
minations are of critical importance for rapid seismic hazard as-
sessment and relief response efforts. In particular, accurate esti-
mates of subduction earthquake moment magnitude, depth, fault
dip angle and source time functions give useful input information
for effective tsunami warning systems. Earthquake source param-
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eters are routinely determined and reported in global catalogues,
such as the global centroid moment tensor (GCMT) catalogue
(http://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.html), and the U.S. Geolog-
ical Survey—National Earthquake Information Center (USGS—
NEIC, http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/). For
large magnitude (Mw ≥ 7.5) earthquakes, the GCMT method (e.g.
Dziewonski et al. 1981; Ekström et al. 2012) often uses only long-
period mantle waves (T ∼ 125–350 s), and in some cases employs
long-period body waves (T ∼ 40–150 s) as well as mantle and sur-
face wave (T ∼ 50–150 s) data. On the other hand, the USGS cata-
logue reports, among others, source models obtained using W-phase
data (Kanamori & Rivera 2008; Hayes et al. 2009; Duputel et al.
2012b). While surface waves are not ideal for rapid source parame-
ter estimations, as they travel slower than body waves, the W-phase

C© The Authors 2013. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of The Royal Astronomical Society. 1989
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travels faster than shear waves, thus being more suitable for real
time applications, notably for tsunami alert purposes (Kanamori &
Rivera 2008). However, for shallow dip-slip earthquakes, which of-
ten occur in subduction zones, both W-phase and GCMT methods
suffer from a trade-off between the seismic moment and the dip
angle (Kanamori & Given 1981; Tsai et al. 2011) when Rayleigh
waves are used. For these earthquakes, the excitation of long-period
surface waves is proportional to both the seismic moment and the
sine of the dip angle (M0 sin 2δ), but the two parameters are not well
constrained separately.

Body-wave techniques can help address these issues, as broad-
band body waves used in earthquake source inversions, typically
with wave periods smaller than those of surface waves, are little
affected by the moment-dip trade-off, which only becomes signif-
icant for earthquakes very close to the surface (see, e.g. the radia-
tion pattern terms for the P-pP-sP wavetrain in Bouchon 1976, and
Figs S1–S4 and corresponding accompanying text). An example
of such body-wave technique is the recently developed SCARDEC
method (Vallée et al. 2011), which is now fully automated and used
in rapid routine analyses of large (Mw ≥ 5.5–6.0) global earthquakes
available online (http://geoazur.oca.eu/SCARDEC ) about 45 min
after an event. The method uses a deconvolution approach to de-
termine the optimal set of source parameters. Ray theory is used to
calculate double couple point-source body-wave signals in the 1-D
IASP91 earth model (Kennett & Engdahl 1991), for a given source
depth, fault geometry and mechanism (strike, dip and rake). By de-
convolving these point source signals from real data, and taking into
account some physical constraints on the resulting relative source
time functions (see Vallée et al. 2011, for details), the SCARDEC
method retrieves the optimal set of source parameters. SCARDEC
thus determines simultaneously relative source time functions at
each station, along with the focal mechanism, depth and moment
magnitude. The determination of relative source time functions,
which are allowed to be different at each station, makes SCARDEC
particularly well adapted to the analysis of large earthquakes, setting
it apart from classical body-wave approaches (e.g. Nabelek 1984).
Moreover, unlike many other routine earthquake source analysis
techniques and studies in the literature, the SCARDEC method re-
ports uncertainties in earthquake magnitude, dip angle and depth.
As explained in Vallée et al. (2011), a heuristic approach is used to
estimate uncertainties, whereby fixing the fault’s strike and rake to
their optimal values, misfit values are computed for a range of 30 km
around the optimal source depth and for a range of ±15◦ around
the optimal dip angle. The analysis of the misfit functions obtained
following this procedure for a large number of earthquakes showed
that the misfit function has a typical bell-shape, with a flat misfit
area surrounded by a zone of rapidly increasing misfit. The limit
of the flat misfit area was found to be controlled by a 10 per cent
misfit deterioration criterion, which corresponds to the extreme ac-
ceptable models. While these uncertainty estimates do not arise
from a rigorous statistical analysis, they reflect the resolution of
the SCARDEC method, being more realistic than, for example the
standard errors reported in the GCMT catalogue, which assume that
uncorrelated noise is the only source of error, leading to very low
uncertainty values, particularly for large events (see, e.g. the dis-
cussion in Hjörleifsdóttir & Ekström 2010; Duputel et al. 2012a).

As mentioned above, the SCARDEC method is now a fully auto-
mated technique which analyses earthquakes with Mw ≥ 5.5 in the
NEIC catalogue. It uses only up to a 32 min interval of data after the
event’s origin, and the inversions take 5–12 min, so that SCARDEC
solutions are obtained within 45 min after the earthquake. Vallée
et al. (2011) give a full description of the method and they show

results obtained from 17 large (Mw ≥ 7.8) subduction earthquakes
of the past 20 yr. The limited magnitude range in their study is re-
lated with the frequency range of the data used in those inversions.
In the newer, refined version of the method which we assess in this
paper, the high-pass period depends on the earthquake magnitude
and duration, and ranges from 80 s for a Mw ∼ 6 earthquake to
333 s for a very large and long source duration (SD) earthquake
(Mw ∼ 9). Specifically, the choice of the optimal high-pass filter
(HPF) represents a balance between three factors: (i) the corner fre-
quency of the earthquake, which is related to its SD; (ii) the signal-
to-noise ratio and (iii) the validity of the body-wave formalism used
in the SCARDEC method. For the large earthquakes analysed in
this study, using a HPF of 0.005 Hz always respects condition (ii).
However, when the earthquakes have very long SDs, their corner
frequency (which is roughly close to the inverse of the SD) may be
too close to 0.005 Hz, which lead us to lower the HPF to a value
equal to 1/(2.5 SD). It must be noted that this can be done because
the first step of the SCARDEC technique is to determine the SD
by a high-frequency analysis of the P waves. Finally, condition (iii)
imposes a lower bound to the HPF, as very low-frequency waves,
such as the W-phase (Kanamori & Rivera 2008), are not considered
in the SCARDEC formalism. This explains why the HPF is not cho-
sen to be lower than 0.003 Hz. This implementation leads to slightly
different results to those presented by Vallée et al. (2011). Updated
source parameters and their acceptable intervals are shown in Ta-
ble S1, which shows that for the 17 earthquakes common to the two
studies, there are some slight differences. For example, the updated
moment magnitude values in this study are slightly larger than those
reported by Vallée et al. (2011, with a median difference in Mw of
about 0.05). This slight increase in moment magnitude naturally
results from lowering the HPF as explained above for earthquakes
with a SD longer than 80 s. Details on the updated results, sta-
tions used and optimal source model—data fit plots can be found
at http://geoazur.oca.eu/SCARDEC . Hereinafter, we will refer to
Vallée et al. (2011) as the source for the SCARDEC technique, but
we will refer to Table S1 for the SCARDEC source parameters used
in this study. Even if varying little from the SCARDEC solutions
reported by Vallée et al. (2011), given the refinement of the tech-
nique to account for the effect of the earthquake’s corner frequency
in a more rigorous way, the latest SCARDEC solutions should be
the most reliable.

In this study, we carry out independent validation tests to objec-
tively assess the quality and robustness of the updated SCARDEC
source models. We focus on 34 subduction earthquakes with
Mw ≥ 7.5, occurring at shallow depths, which can potentially
excite tsunamis with significant heights, depending also on the
fault dip angles. The choice of our moment magnitude crite-
rion is motivated by existing tsunami alert systems, such as the
Pacific Tsunami Warning Centre (PTWC), which issues tsunami
messages for earthquakes of the same or higher moment magnitudes
(http://ptwc.weather.gov/ptwc/about_messages.php). We analyse
large shallow earthquakes that occurred in the past 20 yr and we
carry out comparisons with solutions in the GCMT catalogue, as it is
the most widely used and complete global moment tensor catalogue
for that period. We start by testing how well SCARDEC source
parameters explain data not used to constrain them; specifically,
we use low-frequency normal mode data. As the source parameters
are based on simplifying approaches such as 1-D Earth ray theory
for the SCARDEC method (Vallée et al. 2011), and the great-circle
approximation for the GCMT method (Dziewonski et al. 1981),
we then assess the impact of such simplifications by using a more
sophisticated technique—the spectral element method (SEM) on a
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3-D earth model (Komatitsch & Tromp 1999)—to verify how well
the source models explain body-wave data. Finally, we compare
the various dip angle estimates with those from previous individual
earthquake studies and with geophysical constraints on subduction
zones, and discuss the implications of this work in terms of the reli-
ability of the SCARDEC method for routine subduction earthquake
characterizations and ocean-wide tsunami warning purposes.

More broadly, this study contributes to ongoing efforts in earth-
quake source model validation (e.g. the source inversion validation
project, http://eqsource.webfactional.com/wiki/). Finding objective
strategies to benchmark, compare and independently test the qual-
ity of earthquake source models, as done in this study, is a crucial
step for the rigorous quantification of seismic source processes and
associated uncertainties in future earthquake studies.

2 S U B D U C T I O N E A RT H Q UA K E S
S T U D I E D

We first consider all the large (Mw ≥ 7.5), shallow (depth ≤ 50 km),
interplate subduction (thrust mechanism with a dip angle smaller
than 40◦) earthquakes that occurred in the past 20 yr. We exclude
the 2004 great Sumatra earthquake whose exceptionally long SD
causes poor results when using the SCARDEC method. Moreover,
we exclude large events occurring minutes to a day after a major
earthquake (e.g. the 2000 November 17 New Britain earthquake
and the large early aftershock of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake),
whose interference causes noisy waveforms. This leads to a se-
lection of the 34 earthquakes shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Their
SCARDEC source parameters, including uncertainties in dip angle,
depth and magnitude can be found in Table S1.

Fig. 2 compares GCMT and SCARDEC earthquake source pa-
rameters for the studied earthquakes. There is generally a good
agreement between SCARDEC and GCMT for fault strike, rake,
depth and Mw, especially when taking SCARDEC uncertainties
into account (i.e. often the range of acceptable SCARDEC source
parameters comprises the GCMT solution), with no obvious trends
in the scatter plots for these parameters. If realistic errors of fault
geometry and mechanism were reported by GCMT, there might
be even more considerable overlap between error bars. In contrast,
SCARDEC dip angles are generally steeper than those in the GCMT

Figure 1. Global map showing the locations and GCMT source mechanisms
of the major subduction earthquakes considered in this study. Earthquakes
where GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals are
plotted in red. All the remaining earthquakes are plotted in grey. A detailed
list of the earthquakes can be found in Table 1 and in Table S1.

Table 1. List and index codes of the large magnitude (Mw ≥ 7.5)
shallow subduction earthquakes of the past 20 yr used in this study.
Their GCMT and SCARDEC fault geometries are shown by their
beach balls. Earthquakes where GCMT dip angles lay outside of
SCARDEC dip angle intervals are shown in bold (earthquakes in
red in Figs 1–3).

Index Event name GCMT SCARDEC

1 060893D - Kamchatka 1993

2 060294A - Java 1994

3 122894C - Honshu 1994

4 073095A - Chile 1995

5 100995C - Jalisco 1995

6 120395E - Kuril 1995

7 010196C - Minahassa 1996

8 021796B - Irian Jaya 1996

9 022196B - N. Peru 1996

10 061096B - Andreanof 1996

11 111296D - Peru 1996

12 120597C - Kamchatka 1997

13 062301E - Peru 2001a

14 070701F - Peru 2001b

15 030502H - Mindanao 2002

16 090802H - New Guinea 2002

17 012203A - Jalisco 2003

18 092503C - Hokkaido 2003

19 111703B - Rat Islands 2003

20 111104M - Timor 2004

21 200503281609A - Sumatra 2005

22 200607170819A - Java 2006
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Table 1 (Continued)

Index Event name GCMT SCARDEC

23 200611151114A - Kuril 2006

24 200701211127A - Molucca 2007

25 200704012039A - Solomon Islands 2007

26 200708152340A - Peru 2007

27 200709121110A - Sumatra 2007

28 200711141540A - Chile 2007

29 200901031943A - Irian Jaya 2009

30 200907150922A - New Zealand 2009

31 201002270634A - Chile 2010

32 201004062215A - N. Sumatra 2010

33 201010251442A - S. Sumatra 2010

34 201103110546A - Honshu 2011

catalogue, showing a clear systematic trend of larger SCARDEC
dip angles, except for six events (Peru 1996, Kamchatka 1997,
Timor 2004, Kuril 2006, Solomon Islands 2007, Peru 2007; see
Tables 1 and S1 for further details about these earthquakes and
corresponding source parameters). The average difference in dip
angles between SCARDEC and GCMT (�δ = δGCMT−δSCARDEC)
is �̄δ = −3.9◦, with Jalisco 2003 having the largest dip angle
difference (�δ = −12.5◦), and with 19 earthquakes showing dip
angle differences larger than the average of differences. For the
remaining earthquakes, while the trend in the differences between
SCARDEC and GCMT dip angles generally persists, the differences
are smaller, especially when taking into account the SCARDEC
uncertainties.

Vallée et al. (2011) found that for half of the earthquakes in their
study, steeper SCARDEC dip angle estimates were associated with a
smaller moment magnitude than GCMT, with an average difference
in Mw over all the earthquakes of 0.095. They showed that the
discrepancies between GCMT and SCARDEC are consistent with
the Mw − δ trade-off, by using a corrected moment magnitude for
GCMT, which lead to a lower average difference. In this study, we
find a substantially lower average difference in magnitude between
GCMT and the updated SCARDEC source parameters for the new
set of earthquakes [0.00 for the whole set of earthquakes and 0.01
for the Mw ≥ 7.8 earthquakes studied by Vallée et al. (2011)]. The
reasons and implications of these differences are discussed below
in Section 6.

Fig. 3 compares SCARDEC and GCMT moment tensor compo-
nents for the 34 earthquakes considered. Given that the dip angles

show the largest discrepancies of all parameters in Fig. 2, this leads
to the dip-slip components of the moment tensor (Mrθ , Mrφ) hav-
ing the largest average differences between SCARDEC and GCMT
among all the moment tensor component estimates.

In the remainder of this paper, we shall carry out independent tests
of SCARDEC source models. Since the main differences between
SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters are found for fault dip
angles, we focus on the set of 22 earthquakes for which GCMT dip
angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals (see the red
symbols in Figs 1–3 and the earthquakes in bold in Table 1).

3 N O R M A L M O D E DATA T E S T S

Normal mode data illuminate overall bulk earthquake source char-
acteristics and are a useful tool to test the SCARDEC method in-
dependently, as they are not used in the construction of SCARDEC
source models. Moreover, the frequency range (0.1–4 mHz) of the
very long time-series (48 hr) used in this test is much lower than
that used in the shorter duration (25 min) surface wave comparisons
(150–200 s) presented in Vallée et al. (2011). In order to study the
Earth’s normal modes, we use three-component broad-band data
from the global seismographic network (GSN) for the earthquakes
in this study.

In this section, we focus only on earthquakes with Mw ≥ 7.8, of the
22 earthquakes where GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC
dip angle intervals. This magnitude threshold is used because only
such large earthquakes can excite relatively well ultra-long-period
normal modes (0.1–1.0 mHz), providing a high signal-to-noise ratio
in this frequency range. The amplitude spectra of lower magnitude
earthquakes is generally dominated by noise in this frequency range.
This leads to a set of 14 earthquakes (Chile 1995, Jalisco 1995,
Kuril 1995, Minahassa 1996, Andreanof 1996, Kamchatka 1997,
Peru 2001, Hokkaido 2003, Sumatra 2005, Solomon Islands 2007,
Peru 2007, Sumatra 2007, New Zealand 2009 and Sumatra 2010;
see Tables 1 and S1 for details). We apply a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) to 48 hr of continuous displacement data, after multiplication
by a Hanning window, to obtain amplitude data spectra between 0.1
and 4.0 mHz. We visually examine all the amplitude spectra and
only consider data in frequency intervals with high quality, similar
to that shown in Fig. 4. We then calculate theoretical seismograms
using a mode summation technique (e.g. Gilbert & Dziewonski
1975), for both the SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters. We
sum over all the spheroidal and toroidal fundamental modes and
overtones from 3233 s (0S2) down to 30 s for completeness, for
a spherically symmetric, non-rotating, elastic, isotropic (SNREI)
earth model, using the 1-D PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981)
model. Since we use only 48 hr of data, we are not very sensitive to
the splitting of low-frequency modes, and hence, for the purpose of
comparing how well the two sets of source parameters fit the data,
we do not take into account the effects of ellipticity and rotation
in our calculations. The same processing as for the real data is
then applied to the synthetics to obtain synthetic amplitude spectra.
Despite calculating theoretical seismograms with periods down to
30 s, we compute amplitude spectra between 0.1 and 4.0 mHz (as
for the real data).

We quantify the fit between synthetic and real data spectra by
calculating L2-norm amplitude misfits (eq. 1) and L2-norm FFT
real and imaginary part misfits (eq. 2):

m2
ampl. =

∑

i

∑

n
[dA

i ( fn) − sA
i ( fn)]2

∑

i

∑

n
[dA

i ( fn)]2
(1)
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Figure 2. Scatter plots of GCMT source parameters versus SCARDEC (strike, dip, rake angles, depth and moment magnitude). Error bars correspond to
SCARDEC uncertainties. Red circles correspond to the earthquakes studied, for which GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals. Square
symbols in the diagram with depth comparisons correspond to earthquakes where the GCMT depth is fixed. All the remaining earthquakes are plotted in grey.
A detailed list of the earthquakes can be found in Table 1. Mean value (μ) and standard deviation (σ ) of the differences between GCMT and SCARDEC
parameters are plotted in the top left-hand side corner of each diagram.

m2
Re/Im =

∑

i

∑

n
{[dRe

i ( fn)−sRe
i ( fn)]2 + [d Im

i ( fn)−sIm
i ( fn)]2}

∑

i

∑

n
{[dRe

i ( fn)]2 + [d Im
i ( fn)]2} (2)

where fn is the nth frequency in the spectral domain, and d A
i and sA

i

are the data and synthetic amplitude spectra at the ith station, respec-
tively. dRe

i and sRe
i , and d Im

i and sIm
i are the real and imaginary parts

of the data and synthetics in the frequency domain, respectively. The
amplitude misfit evaluates the discrepancy in the amplitude spectra
between the data and the synthetics, while the real and imaginary
FFT part misfit provides information about the discrepancies in both

the amplitude and phase of the signal. Noisy parts of the observed
spectra are discarded from the misfit calculations.

An illustrative example of normal mode amplitude spectra com-
parisons can be found in Fig. 4 for the Mw 8.4 Sumatra 2007 earth-
quake. The earthquake occurred about 130 km SW of Bengkulu,
with a rupture extending 350 km to the NW from the hypocentre
and a duration of about 100 s (Konca et al. 2008). The main shock
was followed by a moderate tsunami with respect to its magni-
tude, with run-up heights up to 4 m (Lorito et al. 2008; Borrero
et al. 2009). Fig. 4 shows that GCMT and SCARDEC synthet-
ics fit the observed normal mode amplitude spectra equally well,
for both vertical and transverse component data. We calculated
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Figure 3. Scatter plots of GCMT moment tensor components versus SCARDEC. Red circles correspond to the earthquakes studied for which the GCMT
and SCARDEC dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals. All the remaining earthquakes are plotted in grey. Black circle contours indicate
negative moment tensor components (all SCARDEC and GCMT moment tensor components compared here have the same signs). Mean value (μ) and standard
deviation (σ ) of the differences between GCMT and SCARDEC are indicated in the top left-hand side corner of each diagram.

amplitude misfits over 20 vertical and 13 transverse component
traces and found the same results. Amplitude and real and imagi-
nary part FFT misfits for GCMT are m2

ampl.Z
= 0.38, m2

Re/ImZ
= 0.90,

m2
ampl.T

= 0.52 and m2
Re/ImT

= 1.03 for the vertical and trans-
verse components, respectively. Misfit values for SCARDEC are
m2

ampl.Z
= 0.38, m2

Re/ImZ
= 0.93, m2

ampl.T
= 0.53 and m2

Re/ImT
= 1.06,

respectively.
Fig. 5 shows amplitude and Re/Im normal mode data misfits

for the 14 earthquakes considered in this section. The differences

between GCMT and SCARDEC misfit values are relatively small,
with only the 1995 Jalisco earthquake showing a larger SCARDEC
Re/Im misfit due to the combination of considerable differences in
fault strike (8◦), dip (12◦) and Mw (0.13) between SCARDEC and
GCMT source parameters. In most other cases, the GCMT misfit
values are slightly lower than for SCARDEC, probably because
the GCMT method uses hours of long-period mantle waves (with
T ∼ 150 s or longer), which are closer to the normal mode data
used here, than the body-wave data used by SCARDEC. Overall,
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Figure 4. An illustrative example of vertical and transverse component normal mode spectra up to 4 mHz, calculated for the Mw 8.5 Sumatra 2007 earthquake
with GCMT code 200709121110A, for GSN station PET. 48-hr data spectra are in black, GCMT synthetics in red and SCARDEC synthetics in green. PREM
mode eigenfrequencies are shown in blue every two modes for clarity. All the noisy parts of the spectra are discarded from the plots and the misfit calculations.
Station name, azimuth and epicentral distance are shown in the left-hand side from the top to the bottom. Amplitude misfits for vertical and transverse
components over the total number of stations used (20 for the vertical and 13 for the transverse component) are: m2

ampl.Z
= 0.38 and m2

ampl.T
= 0.52 for GCMT,

and m2
ampl.Z

= 0.38 and m2
ampl.T

= 0.53 for SCARDEC, respectively. Real and imaginary part FFT misfits are: m2
Re/ImZ

= 0.90, m2
Re/ImT

= 1.03 for GCMT and

m2
Re/ImZ

= 0.93, m2
Re/ImT

= 1.06, for SCARDEC. Focal mechanisms of the two different source models are shown as beach balls on top.

Figure 5. Amplitude (left-hand side) and Re/Im (right-hand side) misfit
plots between data and GCMT synthetics (red), and data and SCARDEC
synthetics (green) for the earthquakes (Mw ≥ 7.8) where GCMT dip angles
lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals. In cases where not enough
data were available (fewer than ten stations) no misfits were calculated (i.e.
for the transverse component of the Kuril 1995, Minahassa 1996, New
Zealand 2009 and N. Sumatra 2010 earthquakes). The SCARDEC ampli-
tude and Re/Im misfits are on average 6–9 per cent larger than GCMT
for vertical (LHZ) component data. For transverse (LHT) component data,
SCARDEC and GCMT misfits are very similar. Earthquakes are plotted
in ascending Mw order and their names are written in different colours
according to the data used in the GCMT catalogue (blue for body and man-
tle waves, orange for body, mantle and surface waves, purple for mantle
waves).

it is encouraging that SCARDEC source parameters explain long-
period (T ∼ 3334–250 s) 48-hr data spectra relatively well, despite
being based only on the first 32 min of body-wave data after the
earthquake, in comparison with GCMT, which uses much longer
data time windows, and different long-period data types.

Fig. 5 shows larger differences between SCARDEC and GCMT
misfits for spheroidal modes (vertical component) than for toroidal
modes (transverse component). Specifically, the SCARDEC misfits
for both the amplitude and the real and imaginary part of the FFT,
are on average about 6–9 per cent larger than GCMT for vertical
component data (mean misfit values are presented in Table 2). For
toroidal modes, on average SCARDEC and GCMT source parame-
ters explain the normal mode data equally well. This is probably re-
lated to the distinct characteristics of toroidal and spheroidal modes
along with data noise issues. Love waves (and thus toroidal modes)
are generally not as well excited by thrust earthquakes as Rayleigh
waves. This, together with the fact that horizontal components are

Table 2. Mean misfit values (amplitude misfits and real and imagi-
nary FFT misfits, see eqs 1–2) obtained over all the earthquakes stud-
ied in Section 3 from normal mode comparisons between GCMT
and SCARDEC synthetics and real data, for both vertical and trans-
verse components.

Vertical component Transverse component

m2
ampl−GCMT 0.30 0.48

m2
ampl−SCARDEC 0.32 0.48

m2
Re/Im−GCMT 0.76 0.92

m2
Re/Im−SCARDEC 0.81 0.90
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usually noisier than vertical components, may make it more dif-
ficult to distinguish slight differences in thrust earthquake source
parameters when analysing love waves/toroidal modes.

4 B O DY- WAV E 3 - D F O RWA R D
M O D E L L I N G T E S T S

Shallow earthquake source inversions using broad-band body waves
in the 0.003–0.03 Hz frequency range for earthquakes deeper than
5–10 km are relatively insensitive to the moment-dip trade-off (see,
e.g. Figs S1–S4), so the SCARDEC method is expected to be able to
resolve the two parameters independently. In order to test the qual-
ity of SCARDEC subduction earthquake dip angles and assess the
impact of using simplified theories and Earth structure in the mod-
elling (notably, ray theory on the 1-D IASP91 earth model, Kennett
& Engdahl 1991), we use a more sophisticated seismic wave prop-
agation tool to calculate body-wave data misfits. We use the SEM
(Komatitsch & Tromp 1999) for the 3-D Earth crust CRUST2.0
(Bassin et al. 2000) and S20RTS (Ritsema et al. 1999) mantle mod-
els to calculate synthetic seismograms with high accuracy down
to wave periods of T ∼ 17 s. Although computationally expensive,
the SEM is very accurate, in contrast with ray theory, which works
under the assumption that the wavelength of the seismic waves is
much smaller than the scale length of heterogeneity.

In order to examine the impact of the differences between
SCARDEC and GCMT dip angles on the data fit, we consider
all the 22 earthquakes selected in Section 2 for which GCMT dip
angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals. We calculate
SEM theoretical seismograms for: (i) the SCARDEC source pa-
rameters and, (ii) all source parameters as in SCARDEC, except
for the fault dip angle, which is taken from the GCMT catalogue.
We bandpass filter synthetic displacement seismograms between 20
and 250 s and rotate the horizontal components into longitudinal and
transverse components. Since the dominant period in the seismo-
grams is shorter than the rupture time of the earthquakes studied, we
convolve the synthetic seismograms with the average SCARDEC

source time functions, smoothed at 1 s. We then filter and rotate the
corresponding real displacement data in the same way as with the
synthetics and calculate L2-norm waveform data misfits for the two
sets of synthetics:

m2
X =

∑

i
(di − si )2

∑

i
d2

i

, (3)

where di is the time-domain body-waveform at the ith station and
si is the corresponding synthetic seismogram. X denotes the station
component (Z for the vertical and T for the transverse component,
respectively).

Fig. 6 shows examples of body-wave comparisons for the Mw

8.4 Peru 2001 earthquake, which occurred in the southern part of
the Peru subduction zone. The main shock generated a relatively
destructive tsunami and was followed by several large aftershocks.
The rupture was unilateral and propagated to the SE for 320–400 km
(Bilek & Ruff 2002; Giovanni et al. 2002; Melbourne & Webb
2002; Robinson et al. 2006). Only a few illustrative stations are
shown in Fig. 6, but a larger number of stations for both the verti-
cal (16) and the transverse components (15) are used to calculate
waveform data misfits for the two sets of synthetics. The use of the
GCMT dip angle yields a relatively poorer fit to the data (m2

Z = 0.30
and m2

T = 0.23 for vertical and transverse components, respec-
tively) than SCARDEC (m2

Z = 0.22 and m2
T = 0.16), mainly in the

amplitude and in a few cases in the phase of the signal. The largest
differences are observed at SBA station on the vertical compo-
nent and TAM station on the transverse component, where the
SCARDEC dip angle leads to an improved body-wave data fit.

Fig. 7 shows the overall body-wave waveform misfit values cal-
culated after modelling all the 22 earthquakes used in our study. The
SCARDEC dip angles lead to similar or slightly better data fits in al-
most all cases for the vertical component, and for some earthquakes
for the transverse component data. Despite being small, one needs to
bear in mind that these variations in body-wave misfit are obtained
by changing just one single earthquake source parameter—the dip

Figure 6. Illustrative examples of body-wave displacement comparisons for the Mw 8.4 Peru 2001 (GCMT code: 062301E) earthquake in vertical (top, P
waves) and transverse (bottom, SH waves) components. Data are shown in black, SCARDEC synthetics in green and SCARDEC synthetics with the GCMT
dip angle, in magenta. SCARDEC waveform misfits for vertical and transverse components over the total number of stations used (16 for the vertical and 15
for the transverse component) are: m2

Z = 0.22 and m2
T = 0.16 for SCARDEC dip angle, and m2

Z = 0.30 and m2
T = 0.23 for GCMT dip angle, respectively.

Focal mechanisms of the two different source models are shown as beach balls on the right-hand side.
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Figure 7. Waveform misfits between body-wave data and SCARDEC syn-
thetics (green diamonds), and between data and SCARDEC synthetics with
the GCMT dip (magenta stars) for all the earthquakes studied. The use of
GCMT dip angles yields mean misfit values about 5 per cent larger than
SCARDEC for vertical and transverse component data. Earthquakes are
plotted in ascending Mw order and their names are written in different
colours according to the data used in the GCMT inversions (blue for body
and mantle waves, orange for body, mantle and surface waves, purple for
mantle waves).

Table 3. Mean waveform misfit values obtained over all the earth-
quakes studied in Section 4 from body-wave comparisons between
real data and 3-D SEM synthetics using either SCARDEC or GCMT
(m2

SCARDEC(δGCMT)) dip angles for both vertical and transverse com-
ponents (see main text for details).

Vertical component Transverse component

m2
SCARDEC 0.35 0.39

m2
SCARDEC(δGCMT) 0.37 0.41

angle, not accounting for other types of trade-offs (e.g. moment-
depth). Overall, the use of GCMT dip angles leads to an increase in
the average body-wave misfit of about 5 per cent for both vertical and
transverse components, showing that both GCMT and SCARDEC
dip angles explain the data relatively well, with the SCARDEC
dip angles leading to an apparent slightly improved data fit (see
Table 3 for average misfit values over all the earthquakes). Never-
theless, it is worth pointing out that these dip angle comparisons are
potentially affected by complications arising from the finite char-
acter of the rupture (subduction earthquakes typically rupture an
interface with variable dip angle, along fault’s strike and depth) and
by the fact that whereas the GCMT method is based on estimations
of the centroid in space and time, the SCARDEC method estimates
source parameters for the PDE location. In addition, our misfit com-
parisons may also be influenced by possible trade-offs between the
source parameters and the 3-D earth models used in the calcula-
tion of the synthetic seismograms. Hence, the significance of the
apparent improvements in body-wave misfits using SCARDEC dip
angles is not entirely clear.

5 C O M PA R I S O N S W I T H O T H E R
S T U D I E S A N D W I T H G E O P H Y S I C A L
C O N S T R A I N T S

Our independent tests of SCARDEC source parameters are further
supported by comparisons with fault dip angles reported in indi-
vidual earthquake studies published in the literature, using a wide
range of data sets, like body waves (Sato et al. 1996; Zobin 1997;
Kisslinger & Kikuchi 1997; Escobedo et al. 1998; Mendoza &
Hartzell 1999; Gómez et al. 2000; Bilek & Ruff 2002; Giovanni
et al. 2002; Yamanaka & Kikuchi 2003; Ito et al. 2004; Yagi 2004;
Tavera et al. 2006; Ji 2007; Delouis et al. 2009; Furlong et al. 2009;
Peyrat et al. 2010), surface waves (Tanioka et al. 1996; Robin-
son et al. 2006; Hébert et al. 2009), W-phase data (Kanamori &
Rivera 2008), strong motion data (Koketsu et al. 2003; Honda et al.
2004), tsunami data (Ortiz et al. 1998; Lorito et al. 2008), geologi-
cal and geodetic data, such as InSAR and GPS (Jordan et al. 1983;
Melbourne et al. 1997; Miura et al. 2004; Miyazaki et al. 2004;
Tanioka et al. 2007; Konca et al. 2008; Biggs et al. 2009; Chen
et al. 2009; Béjar-Pizarro et al. 2010), summarized in Fig. 8. More-
over, we include comparisons with recent results from W-phase
inversions (Duputel et al. 2012b) and from the Slab1.0 3-D subduc-
tion zone model (Hayes et al. 2012). To our knowledge, the Slab1.0
model is the most complete subduction zone compilation built so far
by combining active source seismic data from geophysical surveys
with information from the global Engdahl-Hilst-Buland (EHB) cat-
alogue (Engdahl et al. 1998), NEIC PDE and GCMT earthquake
catalogues, and with bathymetry data and sediment thickness maps.
While ideally dip values averaged over the rupture area should be
used, we use local Slab1.0 dip angle values at the GCMT source
location, as the rupture areas are generally not known accurately
for all the earthquakes considered. Nevertheless, we verified that
Slab1.0 dip angles do not vary substantially within a circle with a
0.5◦ radius around the locations of the earthquakes (we found an
average dip angle variability of 5◦).

Fig. 8 shows that there is large scatter in published earthquake
fault dip angle values, often spreading over a range of 20◦ or more
(e.g. for New Guinea 2002, Rat Islands 2003, Peru 2007), with
the Peru 2007 earthquake showing the largest variability (28◦). The
mean intraevent dip angle variability over all the earthquakes stud-
ied is 14◦. In some cases the GCMT dip angles are the lowest
end-members and the SCARDEC dip angles are the highest end-
members, especially for earthquakes where there are not many dip
angle values available from other studies (e.g. for Mindanao 2002,
Irian Jaya 2009, New Zealand 2009).

GCMT dip angles determined using only long-period mantle
waves (see earthquakes in purple font in Fig. 8) are always shallower
than SCARDEC, and in most cases shallower than Slab1.0 or W-
phase dip angles (e.g. Sumatra 2005, Hokkaido 2003, Jalisco 1995,
Kuril 1995, N. Sumatra 2010, Honshu 1994). When body waves
are also included in the GCMT inversions (earthquakes in blue and
orange font in Fig. 8), for a few earthquakes GCMT dip angles are
steeper than SCARDEC (Kamchatka 1997, Peru 2007, Solomon
2007).

Comparing SCARDEC and GCMT fault dip angles with those
determined using the W-phase method and in the Slab1.0 model,
we find that on average W-phase values are slightly closer to
GCMT (with an average of absolute differences in dip an-
gles between W-phase and GCMT of |δGCMT − δW−phase| = 4.7◦)
than to SCARDEC (|δSCARDEC − δW−phase| = 5.3◦). In con-
trast, Slab1.0 fault dip angles show an overall better agreement
with SCARDEC (|δSCARDEC − δSlab1.0| = 5.1◦) than with GCMT
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Figure 8. Dip angle comparisons between GCMT (red diamonds) and SCARDEC (green diamonds, including uncertainties) for earthquakes where GCMT
dip angles lay outside of the SCARDEC dip angle intervals. Dip angles obtained from individual earthquake studies published in the literature (blue squares),
W-phase inversions (cyan stars) and the Slab1.0 subduction zone model (Hayes et al. 2012, orange circles) are also shown, where available. Slab1.0 dip angles
correspond to the GCMT locations (latitude and longitude). Slab1.0 depths may differ compared to GCMT depths, with Peru 2007 earthquake having the
largest difference (20.8 km). The mean absolute difference is 6.6 km and the median is 5.0 km. Earthquakes are plotted in ascending Mw order and their names
are written in different colour according to the data used by GCMT (blue for body and mantle waves, orange for body, mantle and surface waves, purple for
mantle waves).

(|δGCMT − δSlab1.0| = 7.3◦). Nevertheless, these differences are
relatively small and possibly not significant, thus rather highlighting
that overall there is a reasonable agreement between SCARDEC and
both Wphase and Slab1.0 dip angles, and better than with GCMT
(|δGCMT − δSCARDEC| = 7.8◦ for the 22 earthquakes considered in
this section).

6 D I S C U S S I O N

Despite tremendous advances in earthquake source imaging in the
past decades, results produced by different agencies and/or research
groups for the same earthquake often disagree (e.g. Weston et al.
2011, 2012), suggesting large uncertainties in the models. The prob-
lem is further compounded by the fact that earthquake model uncer-
tainties are, if at all, only rarely quantified, and by the general lack
of ground truth solutions. Thus, new source imaging benchmark-
ing exercices and validation strategies are much needed for mean-
ingful applications of earthquake source models (e.g. Mai et al.
2007, 2010; Hjörleifsdóttir & Ekström 2010). In order to objec-
tively assess the quality of seismic source models and thus advance
uncertainty quantification, it is important to go beyond classical
resolution and/or misfit analyses. In particular, it is desirable to
apply sophisticated modelling techniques to assess uncertainties
due to simplified theoretical formulations and/or Earth structure
employed to build the source models. Moreover, it is important
to verify how well the models explain data not used in their con-
struction for a full quantitative assessment of the robustness of the
earthquake source models. This study addresses these issues and is
thus well aligned with ongoing source validation efforts by carry-
ing out new independent tests of large subduction zone earthquake
source parameters estimated using SCARDEC, which is a recent
fully automated body-wave technique for the fast determination of
the seismic moment, focal mechanism, depth and source time func-

tions. Despite only using the first 32 min of body-wave data after
an earthquake, we find that SCARDEC source parameters (strike,
rake, Mw and depth) for the subduction earthquakes studied agree
generally well with those determined using longer data time win-
dows, signals sensitive to lower frequencies and different inversion
approaches (e.g. GCMT). Indeed, the GCMT and SCARDEC meth-
ods solve different mathematical problems (e.g. while the GCMT
method determines moment tensor components, the SCARDEC
technique solves directly for seismic moment, fault strike, dip and
rake), with a different number of free parameters. Hence, the gen-
eral agreement between SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters
is encouraging, with the only clear systematic discrepancy occur-
ring for fault dip angle estimates, where SCARDEC dip angles
tend to be larger than GCMT. Our tests of these discrepancies show
that SCARDEC source parameters explain independent 48-hr long,
ultra-low-frequency normal mode data relatively well. Vallée et al.
(2011) found similar results when testing how well SCARDEC
source parameters explain shorter time-series (25 min) of long-
period surface waves (150–200 s) for a smaller illustrative set of
subduction earthquakes (17). By using longer time-series (48 hr),
lower frequency normal mode data (0.1–4.0 mHz) and for a larger
number of earthquakes (34), this study goes beyond the work of
Vallée et al. (2011), providing a clearer and more general demon-
stration of the reliability of SCARDEC source parameters at ex-
plaining completely independent data sets. Indeed, several studies
have shown that free oscillation data provide useful, independent
information about earthquake sources (e.g. Park et al. 2005; Lam-
botte et al. 2006, 2007) compared to classic body and surface wave
studies (e.g. Ishii et al. 2005; Tsai et al. 2005); however, the full
potential of normal mode data for earthquake studies has not been
studied yet, an issue that deserves to be further investigated in future
work.

When using complete 3-D Earth synthetic seismograms com-
puted using the highly accurate SEM, we find that SCARDEC fault
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dip angles explain real body-wave data as well or slightly better than
GCMT dip angles, for the 3-D earth model considered. The slight
deterioration in data fit when using GCMT dip angles might be
due to the surface wave moment-dip trade-off affecting the GCMT
source inversions for the earthquakes studied. Nevertheless, one
needs to bear in mind that these dip angle comparisons are poten-
tially affected by a number of complications, notably the fact that
large subduction earthquakes tend to rupture an interface with a
variable dip angle and possibly by trade-offs between source and
Earth structure.

At first glance it may seem surprising that the trend of steeper
SCARDEC dip angles than GCMT is not associated with an
overall tendency for lower SCARDEC moment magnitudes than
GCMT (see Fig. 2), for consistency with the GCMT moment-
dip trade-off, as was reported by Vallée et al. (2011) for about
half of the earthquakes in their study. As explained in Sec-
tion 1, the updated SCARDEC magnitudes are slightly larger than
those reported by Vallée et al. (2011), as a result of the im-
proved high-pass filtering introduced in the automated version of
the technique. In addition, there are a number of compounding
factors, such as discrepancies in earthquake depth and SD. In-
deed, for earthquakes with both similar SCARDEC and GCMT
depth and SD, we do find that steeper SCARDEC dip angles are
associated with lower moment magnitudes than GCMT, reflect-
ing the GCMT surface wave dip-moment trade-off for shallow
events (e.g. for the 2003 Hokkaido, or the 2005 and 2007 Suma-
tra earthquakes). However, for estimates based on methods like
the GCMT technique, long-duration or shallow earthquakes re-
quire a larger moment magnitude to generate long-period seismic
waves of the same amplitude than impulsive, shorter duration and
deeper earthquakes. As some earthquakes are found shallower or
longer duration by SCARDEC than GCMT (Fig. 2), this partly ex-
plains why SCARDEC magnitudes are not systematically smaller
than GCMT. Moreover, the presence of long-duration tsunami
earthquakes or complex events, which will be discussed later
in the article, also tends to increase the SCARDEC magnitudes.

Comparisons of SCARDEC dip angles with those reported in
other earthquake catalogues (GCMT and W-phase), in the Slab1.0
model and from individual earthquake studies in the literature show
a large scatter in values reported for a given earthquake. This in-
traevent dip angle variability ranges from 6◦ to 28◦, underlining
the difficulties in constraining earthquake fault dip angles. The ob-
served spread in dip estimates is consistent with previous findings.
For example, Weston et al. (2011) report differences between 73
GCMT and InSAR-determined dip angles with a standard devia-
tion of about 15◦. Moreover, Ferreira et al. (2011) found an average
intraevent variability of about 32◦ in fault dip estimates associated
with the use of different earth models and theories in long-period
CMT surface wave inversions. In addition, Hjörleifsdóttir & Ek-
ström (2010) quantified the resolution and errors in GCMT source
determinations due to unmodelled 3-D Earth structure and data
noise using SEM synthetic data. They found that the fault dip angle
can be underestimated by about 5◦ and that the seismic moment
is overestimated by about 20 per cent for shallow subduction zone
earthquakes when body-wave, surface wave and mantle wave data
are used in the inversions. For earthquakes with Mw ≥ 7.5, as in this
paper, additional errors are expected because of the point source
approximation used by GCMT. Our work, as well as these previous
studies, highlight the need for quantitative uncertainty estimates
to be reported along with the source parameters, particularly for
subduction earthquake fault dip angles, which can strongly control
tsunami run-up heights. Nevertheless, SCARDEC dip angle esti-

mates are found to be broadly consistent with other reported values
in the literature and slightly closer to those in the Slab1.0 model
than GCMT.

Overall, the independent assessment of the SCARDEC method
carried out in this study revealed its reliability in source parameter
determinations of large subduction earthquakes. The fast and fully
automated version currently operating routinely has a strong poten-
tial for tsunami alert purposes, with the plus of providing realistic
source time functions compared to other fast methods such as the
W-phase (Kanamori & Rivera 2008; Duputel et al. 2012b). This al-
lows the rapid identification of long-duration tsunami earthquakes
(Kanamori 1972), which have a source process anomalously long
and smooth compared to that expected for their magnitude (e.g.
Nicaragua 1992, N. Peru 1996, Java 2006, S. Sumatra 2010). In
contrast, for example since 2004 the GCMT method assumes a tri-
angular source time function (and before that a boxcar function)
with half-duration determined by a constant stress drop scaling re-
lation to the seismic moment.

Fig. 9 compares the average SCARDEC source time functions
(green) with rupture duration estimates from various individual
earthquake studies. Blue vertical lines in Fig. 9 correspond to SD
estimates obtained mainly by body-waves, and in a few cases by
body and surface waves (Johnson et al. 1995; Sato et al. 1996;
Tanioka et al. 1996; Delouis et al. 1997; Ihmlé & Ruegg 1997;
Kisslinger & Kikuchi 1997; Tanioka & Ruff 1997; Zobin 1997;
Ihmlé et al. 1998; Carlo et al. 1999; Mendoza & Hartzell 1999;
Swenson & Beck 1999; Gómez et al. 2000; Abercrombie et al.
2001; Zobin & Levina 2001; Bilek & Ruff 2002; Giovanni et al.
2002; Henry & Das 2002; Yamanaka & Kikuchi 2003; Yagi 2004;
Ammon et al. 2006; Robinson et al. 2006; Tavera et al. 2006; Bilek
& Engdahl 2007; Bukchin & Mostinskii 2007; Ammon et al. 2008;
Konca et al. 2008; Nakano et al. 2008; Biggs et al. 2009; Lay et al.
2010a,b, 2011; Peyrat et al. 2010; Poiata et al. 2010; Lee et al.
2011; Honda et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2012). For reference, we also
show triangular/boxcar source time functions with SD calculated
using the same scaling relation as used by the GCMT (red), and 2τ c

values (brown vertical lines), where τ c is the GCMT centroid time-
delay, which can be considered a good approximation of the SD
(Duputel et al. 2013) for the 34 subduction earthquakes considered
in Section 2. Indeed, comparisons of 2τ c values with SCARDEC
SDs show an average absolute difference of approximately 15 s.
Interplate thrust earthquakes shallower than 50 km such as those
studied here are usually characterized by lower stress drops and
longer SDs than other kinds of earthquakes such as, normal and/or
thrust intraplate earthquakes (Allmann & Shearer 2009). The shape
and duration of their source time functions are likely related to
the rheology of different subduction zones, among other factors
(Houston 2001). Fig. 9 shows that overall there is a good agree-
ment between the rupture durations obtained using SCARDEC and
the majority of the values reported in individual studies. The only
exception is for the Mw 7.5 Molucca Sea event, where the study
by Nakano et al. (2008) reports a rupture duration of 16 s for this
event based on a new frequency-domain waveform technique. Nev-
ertheless, the authors do acknowledge that the value that they obtain
is shorter than that expected for a Mw 7.5 event (26 s for the con-
stant stress drop scaling relation used by the GCMT, which agrees
well with the SCARDEC estimate). Although for some Mw ≤ 7.8
events there is indeed a good agreement between SCARDEC and
the triangular/boxcar source time functions used by the GCMT (e.g.
for the Peru 2001b, New Guinea 2002, Irian Jaya 2009 and New
Zealand 2009 earthquakes), SCARDEC generally leads to longer
SDs (except for Minahassa 1996 and Jalisco 2003). Importantly,
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Figure 9. Comparison between SCARDEC average source time functions (green) with rupture durations estimated from individual earthquake studies (blue
vertical lines; see main text and Table S2) and 2τ c values (brown vertical lines; see main text). For reference, we also show triangular/boxcar source time
functions with rupture duration estimated from a constant stress drop scaling relation, as used by the GCMT catalogue (red), for the 34 subduction earthquakes
considered in this paper. GCMT source time functions are represented as boxcar functions for earthquakes that occurred before 2004. After the 1st of January
2004 the GCMT source time function is assumed to be triangular (Ekström et al. 2012). Zero time corresponds to the PDE time of each earthquake. Earthquake
names, GCMT magnitudes and codes are shown on top of each plot. Three cases of long-duration tsunami earthquakes are identified (Mw 7.5 N. Peru
1996–022196B, Mw 7.7 Java 2006–200607170819A, Mw 7.8 S. Sumatra 2010–201010251442A) by SCARDEC, having smoother and longer source time
functions than expected from their moment magnitude.
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SCARDEC source time functions allow the clear identification of
long-duration tsunami earthquakes (e.g. N. Peru 1996, Java 2006,
S. Sumatra 2010), as well as of complex events (Peru 2007). The
Mw 7.5 N. Peru 1996 event (022196B) is a long-duration tsunami
earthquake (Polet & Kanamori 2000), having generated a larger
tsunami than expected from its surface wave magnitude, Ms = 6.6
(Heinrich et al. 1998). Moreover, its body-wave magnitude is sig-
nificantly lower (mb = 5.8) than the moment magnitude, and the
associated tsunami was characterized by run-up heights of 1–5 m
along a coastline of 400 km (Bourgeois et al. 1999). There is a dis-
crepancy between SCARDEC SD (∼80 s) and those by Ihmlé et al.
(1998) and 2τ c (∼50 s). However, the late part of the SCARDEC
source time function (50–80 s) corresponds to only 20 per cent of
the total moment, possibly resolved because the SCARDEC tech-
nique does not impose a simple source time function shape, but it
rather deconvolves it from actual seismic data. Similarly, the Mw 7.7
Java 2006 earthquake (200607170819A) caused a deadly tsunami
with run-up heights up to 8 m to the south coast of Java. The main
shock is a long-duration tsunami earthquake with a significant dis-
crepancy between its surface magnitude (Ms = 7.7) and body-wave
magnitude (mb = 6.1), characterized by an unusually low rupture
velocity (1.0–1.5 km s−1). The rupture included five to six episodes
of moment release on a smooth and long source time function of
185 s (Ammon et al. 2006). Finally, the Mw 7.8 S. Sumatra 2010
earthquake (201010251442A) caused a tsunami with run-up heights
up to 9 m along the southwestern coasts of Pagai islands, signifi-
cantly higher than expected, given its magnitude. The rupture time
which was found by independent studies (Lay et al. 2011; Newman
et al. 2011), 90–125 s, much longer than the duration used by the
GCMT, is in good agreement with SCARDEC. Moreover, the main
shock was characterized as a slow event with a rupture velocity of
1.5 km s−1 and with a long-duration tsunami earthquake difference
between surface magnitude (Ms = 7.8) and body-wave magnitude
(mb = 6.5).

The SCARDEC source time functions also enable us to iden-
tify some complex features in the rupture history of the earth-
quakes in our data set, with the Mw 8.0 Peru 2007 earthquake
(200708152340A) being one of the most prominent cases. The main
shock caused strong damage to the city of Pisco and was followed
by a significant local tsunami with run-up heights up to 10 m at
the Paracas peninsula (Sladen et al. 2010). While the earthquake
has a GCMT source half-duration of 23.5 s, its SCARDEC source
time function highlights the complex character of this rupture with
two different episodes and a total SD of 121 s. Indeed, other studies
reported a slip history of the main shock being characterized by
the presence of two distinct patches, rupturing a total fault area of
about 300 km by 160 km. The first patch was located close to the
hypocentre and the second, which was larger, ruptured to the south
around 60 s later (Motagh et al. 2008; Sladen et al. 2010), in good
agreement with SCARDEC’s source time function.

All these examples clearly show the power of the SCARDEC
method for the rapid discrimination of long-duration tsunami events
and of complex rupture patterns, underlining its strong potential
for seismic monitoring and tsunami warning efforts. In practice,
SCARDEC’s source time functions could be used in an automated
way to identify tsunami subduction earthquakes using criteria such
as: (i) earthquake depth being shallower than around 25 km; (ii)
the source time function having a duration at least 1.5–2 times
longer than the values determined by a scaling relation with respect
to the obtained seismic moment (e.g. as in GCMT) and, (iii) the
source time function peak moment rate being at least 1.5–2 times
lower than that in a triangular source time function corresponding

to the half-duration obtained by the scaling relation mentioned in
criterion (ii).

7 C O N C LU S I O N S

We have tested the robustness and reliability of SCARDEC source
parameters for major (Mw ≥ 7.5) shallow subduction earthquakes
of the past 20 yr. We found an overall good agreement between
SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters except for the fault dip
angle, for which the SCARDEC values were found on average
steeper than GCMT solutions. We examined these discrepancies
and validated the method by showing that overall SCARDEC source
parameters explain independent long-period, 48-hr normal mode
data spectra reasonably well, despite using only the first 32 min of
body-wave data following the earthquake. Using accurate purely
numerical forward modelling of body-wave data on a 3-D earth
model, we found that the SCARDEC dip angles explain body-wave
data as well or slightly better than the GCMT method. SCARDEC
dip angles showed also a good agreement with values from other
individual earthquake studies and with subduction slab geophysical
constraints. In addition, unlike some other routine source inversion
methods, SCARDEC estimates realistic source time functions, en-
abling the rapid identification of long-duration tsunami earthquakes
with anomalously large SDs compared to their magnitudes and the
modelling of the associated complex seismic waveforms. Thus, the
SCARDEC method complements existing routine seismic moni-
toring techniques and offers a strong potential for applications in
ocean-wide tsunami warning.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
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Figure S1. Teleseismic P and SH displacements, for an instanta-
neous point source located at 1 km depth.

Figure S2. Filtered teleseismic P and SH displacements, for a source
located at 1 km depth.
Figure S3. Filtered teleseismic P and SH displacements, for a source
located at 5 km depth.
Figure S4. Filtered teleseismic P and SH displacements, for a source
located at 12 km depth.
Table S1. SCARDEC source parameters of the subduction earth-
quakes studied (strike—φ, dip—δ, rake—λ, moment magnitude—
Mw, depth—Z) and their uncertainties for dip angle (�δ), depth
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Table S2. Source duration values (Td) obtained from studies in
the literature and plotted as blue vertical lines for the earth-
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